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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】
【2】1. After signing her name on the letter, the professor ________ it with glue and dropped it into a mailbox.
• recovered
‚ sealed
ƒ struck
„ tossed
【3】2. When televisions first became ________, very few people could afford them, but now almost every
household owns at least one at home.
• stable
‚ mature
ƒ available
„ obvious
【4】3. I have ________ myself to one cup of coffee a day since the doctor advised me to cut down on the intake
of caffeine.
• awarded
‚ invested
ƒ consumed
„ restricted
【3】4. Following the steps in the ________, you will make a very delicious pumpkin pie.
• flier
‚ license
ƒ recipe
„ contract
【2】5. No sooner had the thief seen a patrolling police officer coming toward him than he ________ and fled in
no time.
• exploded
‚ panicked
ƒ squeezed
„ interrupted
【2】6. A smoke alarm ________ the occupants to the fire which gave them valuable time to get out of the house
safely.
• stirred
‚ alerted
ƒ equipped
„ involved
【2】7. It was reported that ________ rate in Taiwan increased to 4.19 percent in April of 2013 from 4.18 percent
in March of 2013. Lots of people could not find jobs.
• satisfaction
‚ unemployment
ƒ guarantee
„ precision
【1】8. In response to the public’s worry about the recently rampant flu, this week’s broadcast ________ a report
on ways to prevent from it.
• features
‚ defends
ƒ subscribes
„ conserves
【3】9. Despite the fact that he was an ________, he showed fantastic skills in the competition and great potential
to be an outstanding professional.
• emigrant
‚ optimist
ƒ amateur
„ informant
【3】10. As the only healthy adult in his family, Tim has been ________ trying to get a job for months, but hasn’t
found one yet.
• tolerantly
‚ jealously
ƒ desperately
„ permanently
【4】11. The stream that used to be a nice fishing spot for my family has been ________ as the factory nearby
spilled toxic wastes into it.
• flourished
‚ excluded
ƒ cautioned
„ contaminated
【1】12. People who lead ________ lives are often introverted and out of step with the times.
• solitary
‚ robust
ƒ enthusiastic
„ transparent
【1】13. The ________ of broccoli has greatly increased these days because people believe it is conducive to
health and can boost the level of energy.
• consumption
‚ ambiguity
ƒ pesticide
„ nutrition
【2】14. Nylon rope has replaced other types of rope for many uses since it is stronger, lighter in weight, and more
________ to mildew.
• feasible
‚ resistant
ƒ infectious
„ lethargic
【1】15. In order to get a better view, the bird watchers are using ________ to watch the rare black-faced
spoonbills at a long distance.
• binoculars
‚ telescopes
ƒ stethoscopes
„ observatories

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】
【2】16. I found my mobile phone. Where is ________?
• your
‚ yours
ƒ mine
【1】17. The Yellow River is ________ the Nile River.
• shorter than
‚ more short
ƒ shortest

„ him
„ the shortest

【3】18. When I ________ old, I will move to a retirement community to live with other elderly people.
• prove
‚ seems
ƒ grow
„ remains
【4】19. John’s boss always ________ over holidays.
• warns her work
‚ invites him work
ƒ promises her to work
„ forces him to work
【4】20. Let me introduce Jeff, ________ father owns a company with three thousand employees.
• where
‚ whom
ƒ which
„ whose
【1】21. My mom has often admonished me that we cannot be ________ careful in this world because there are
lots of difficulties in front of us.
• too
‚ so
ƒ very
„ such
【3】22. The victims had hoped that the judge could right the wrong, but they saw their hope ________ with
justice. They decided to take matters into their own hands.
• dash
‚ dashing
ƒ dashed
„ to dash
【4】23. All students need to ________ by tomorrow.
• shut off the paper
‚ set off the paper
ƒ hand the paper out
„ hand the paper in
【1】24. The problem can be solved by ________ filling the order ________ refunding the payment.
• either or
‚ neither or
ƒ either but
„ either nor
【3】25. Now you cannot find what you need. You ________ your room.
• must had cleaned up
‚ will have cleaned up
ƒ should have cleaned up
„ eager to had cleaned up
【1】26. Mark ________ be a teacher, but now he is a CEO in an international company.
• used to
‚ is used to
ƒ was used to
„ had been used to
【2】27. I regret ________ the party last night as they had so much fun.
• to joining
‚ not joining
ƒ have been joined „ not has to join
【2】28. ________ got along well with my father before he passed away.
• If only I have
‚ I wish I had
ƒ If I have
„ I wished I have
【4】29. ________ you pay the bill, you cannot leave.
• If
‚ As long as
ƒ So long as
„ Unless
【1】30. There are books all over the classroom floor. The books ________ and putting away before you leave the
room.
• need picking up
‚ need to pick up
ƒ need pick up
„ need picked up
三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】
第一篇：
Hundreds of different species of plants and animals have arrived in the United States. This number has
” have
increased greatly as international travel and business have increased. Some of these new “
31
caused problems for agriculture or the environment. The Mediterranean fruit fly,
32
, arrived in California
on some imported fruit in 1970s. In its original home, it had never caused much damage. In California, however,
it
33
so quickly that the California fruit industry was soon in trouble. The government had to take serious
measures to try to kill the flies, but have not managed to get rid of them altogether.
Sometimes the damage caused by an immigrant species is not measurable in dollars. It may not harm us
directly, but it may change the environment. And that may cause problems for the
34
plants or animals that
were living there before. Loosestrife is a plant that came to North America sometime in the 19th century. It may
have been carried as seeds on the back of some sheep from Europe, or someone may have brought the seeds to
plant in their garden.
35 , loosestrife now grows along rivers and lakes all over North America. It is a pretty
plant, but when a lot of loosestrife grows in one place, other plants cannot grow there.
【請接續背面】

【4】31. • neighbors
【2】32. • above all
【1】33. • multiplied
【3】34. • foreign
【2】35. • Of course

‚ criminals
‚ for example
‚ expired
‚ artificial
‚ In any case

ƒ victims
ƒ in fact
ƒ commuted
ƒ native
ƒ By contrast

„ residents
„ on the other hand
„ fertilized
„ suburban
„ On the whole

第二篇：
“Just because something is small, momentary or mundane doesn’t mean it’s trivial.” says Dr. Nick Baylis,
author of The Rough Guide to Happiness. The goodnight kiss from your loved one. Your favorite piece of music.
A child’s smile. Would you call
36
trivial? Of course not!
“We’re living in an increasingly macro-world
37
our lives are conducted on a grand scale,” he says.
“Every day, we’re told about economic situation in China, the financial crisis in Europe,
38
we need
bigger cars and TVs or more Facebook friends. To make yourself happy, you should get away from all this
pressure and
39
the fundamental, simple, positive things- the sensual beauty around us.” Professor Peter
Totterdell, a psychologist, also says a small joy can bring happiness indefinitely. Indeed, he says, it’s a
combination of small things, such as meeting a friend, a walk by the river and eating your favorite snack, that
generally determine
40
on a particular day.
【4】36. • that
‚ this
【2】37. • how
‚ where
【3】38. • but
‚ so that
【1】39. • focus on
‚ look into
【4】40. • how are you happy
ƒ are you how happy

ƒ it
ƒ which
ƒ or that
ƒ open up
‚ how happy are you
„ how happy you are

„ those
„ while
„ yet
„ recover from

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】
第一篇：
American writer Mark Twain once said, “Whoever is happy will make others happy, too.” In 2005, a group
of psychologists set out to prove that in a unique social experiment conducted in a typical UK town named
Slough. The goal of the experiment was to raise the overall “happiness level” of Slough by focusing on 50
volunteers and training them intensively in the art of living happily. The researchers theorized that, by learning
life-skills to improve personal feelings of happiness, the 50 volunteers would bring the newfound skills and
attitudes back into the community and change its mood for the better. They devised a 10 point plan for happiness,
which included: caring for a plant, counting your blessings, taking time to talk, meeting an old friend, taking time
to enjoy a treat, having a good laugh, getting some exercise, sharing a smile, cutting TV viewing in half, and
performing an act of kindness for a stranger.
The volunteers attended many workshops and seminars, but they were also coached in unorthodox
techniques, such as spontaneous dancing in the supermarket, hugging a tree, and visiting a graveyard to reflect on
the preciousness of life. Over a period of three months, the researchers helped the volunteers in a number of ways.
In the end, whether the town was made measurably happier or not was subject for debate. However, what is not
arguable is that being happy is more than a state of mind; it is a skill that can be learned and cultivated.
Many people, for example, think that a higher salary, increased fame, or winning a lottery might be the key
to happiness. What was revealed in the study was that people whose happiness depended upon such things were
looking in the wrong places because happiness comes from within. One of the most important ideas uncovered in
the study is a very old truth, i.e. to be truly happy, people must closely examine their personal definition of
“happiness.”
【4】41. Which statement about the experiment is true?
• It was a very special study done in a typical American town.
‚ It involved 50 participants who were trained for over a year.
ƒ It was intended to find out if the people in Slough were happy.
„ Its final goal was to make the people of Slough happier than before.

【1】42. According to the passage, which of the following will NOT help to improve personal feelings of
happiness?
• Watching more funny TV programs.
‚ Thinking how blessed you have been.
ƒ Having some nice workout regularly.
„ Giving a hand to a homeless whom you don’t know.
【2】43. Which of the following words is closest in meaning to unorthodox in the second paragraph?
• natural
‚ unusual
ƒ awkward
„ complicated
【3】44. What is the result of the experiment?
• The researchers found some ways to measure happiness.
‚ The overall happiness level of Slough was significantly raised.
ƒ It was found that people could actually learn to be happy.
„ The participants debated over the definition of true happiness.
【3】45. Based on the passage, which of the following is needed for true happiness?
• Increased fame, wealth and good luck.
‚ To take part in many seminars and workshops.
ƒ To define what happiness means to the person himself.
„ A good coach who can teach the important skills to live happily.
第二篇：
What is inflation? Inflation is often called “too many dollars chasing too few goods.” It’s when prices in a
country rise across the board. If the prices of your snack, bread, gasoline, and many other things all rise at the
same time, that’s inflation. Inflation means your money buys less than it used to.
Experts have different views on why and how inflation happens. One reason for inflation is an increase in
the supply of money. Generally, when the supply of something goes up, the demand for it goes down. In other
words, its value goes down. So when there is a lot of money circulating, each piece of money becomes less
valuable. Another cause of inflation is a rise in production costs. This means it costs more money to make a
particular product. The price of a candy bar may go up if the nuts in it are suddenly more expensive or if the
workers making it are paid higher wages. Higher taxes can also cause inflation. When items are taxed, people
who produce goods don’t want to see their profits go down. Instead, they raise their prices. This is called
“transferring the burden to the consumer.”
Inflation is complicated. Track the prices of some goods you are interested in, and see if you can understand
why they’ve changed over time.
【1】46. What is the article mainly about?
• The factors that cause inflation.
‚ Some of the good things about inflation.
ƒ How governments can prevent inflation.
„ The effects that inflation has on the global economy.
【4】47. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as a reason for inflation?
• More supply of money.
‚ Higher costs to produce goods.
ƒ Higher salary paid to workers.
„ More demands from consumers.
【3】48. Which of the following statements is true?
• Taxes help reduce inflation.
‚ Inflation is caused by one simple factor.
ƒ Printing more money can lead to inflation.
„ When your money buys more, that’s inflation.
【2】49. According to the article, which of the following might cause the price of corn to increase?
• A sudden drop in inflation.
‚ An increase in seed prices.
ƒ A farm technology breakthrough.
„ Less money circulating in the country.
【3】50. Where is this article likely to appear?
• A travel guide book.
‚ A medical journal.
ƒ A business magazine.
„ A computer magazine.

